Abstract
I. Introduction
Various map representations have been utilized for Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) such as grid map [1] , feature-based map [2] , and topological map [3] . In this paper, a SLAM algorithm based on the topological map (denote it "T-SLAM algorithm") is considered.
The topological map consists of nodes and edges. The nodes are topologically meaningful places such as junctions, ends of corridors, fronts of open doors, etc, and the edges are connections between two nodes. Generally, T-SLAM algorithms [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] update the location and the topological map at each visit of nodes and have the following advantages over the grid and feature-based map SLAM algorithms.
First, the T-SLAM algorithm can be easily equipped with an automatic navigation ability because the algorithm inherently recognizes nodes. The nodes constitute via points in a path of navigation. Once the nodes are detected, the automatic navigation can be implemented by deciding toward which direction the robot should move. Second, the T-SLAM algorithm is computationally efficient because there are a limited number of nodes in the general indoor building.
Of course, there are disadvantages in the T-SLAM algorithm. Most of all, it is weak against dynamics. For example, if a robot records a node in front of a door and revisits it when the door is closed (thus the place is recognized as a succeeding extension of an edge), the algorithm will fail. Let us classify two kinds of dynamics in the topological map. One is a temporary dynamics induced by moving objects such as walking people which occurs instantaneously and can be eliminated by successive sensor readings. The other is a semi-permanent dynamics which is a change of environment for a long term by door opening and closing. The semi-permanent dynamics cannot be overcame by repeated sensor readings. Thus the semi-permanent dynamics is more difficult to handle than the temporary dynamics.
Another disadvantage of the T-SLAM is that a robust cycle-closing is difficult in a corridor environment where similar features appears all around the map. For example, let us assume a node A ( Fig. 1(a) ) which consists of a cycle, and a robot navigated a path E-A-B-· · · -C. The robot constructed a map starting from node E as shown in Fig. 1(b) . At this time, a semi-permanent dynamics occurred at node A, and the node A is removed as in Fig. 1(c) .
If the robot starts from C, it will arrive at D, and the robot will perceive a map as in Fig. 1(d) which does not contain a cycle and thus inconsistent. To make this problem worse, if node A is recovered ( Fig. 1(e) ), and the robot recognizes it after a navigation from D to A, the robot might be puzzled as in Fig. 1(f) . These processes are difficult to even human, and it is a challenging issue to answer the question that "how to construct a consistent and convergent SLAM algorithm in the topological map with the semi-permanent dynamics?".
In this paper, a T-SLAM algorithm which considers the semi-permanent dynamics in a map with cycles is proposed. For that purpose, we suggest a cycle-closing algorithm and assign multiple properties to a node in the map. The work done by Choset [6] and our method use the edges of topological maps and cycle-closing algorithm. We believe that our method is an extension of Choset's work because Choset assumed a static environment while we consider a dynamic map. Choset was able to close a cycle with a few stable features (such as the distance to the closest obstacle, the number of edges emanating from a node, and relative departure angles of the edges) at a fixed time for the map is assumed to be static. But our method utilizes not only the fore-mentioned features but also uses various other features and their changes as time varies. Recently, an innovative idea called 'Distinguished Node (DN)' [10] is proposed which splits a single node in the traditional topological map into several nodes and edges. This representation can be applied both for the static and dynamic environment and a successful demonstration is performed in a real urban traffic network. However, our approach is different from the DN in a view point of applications. The DN model is designed for network traffic to avoid traffic conflicts and minimize the total delays. Our method is developed for the SLAM and focuses on the cycle-closing. Also, Angeli et. al. [11] proposed an incremental cycle-closing algorithm using vision-sensors. They closed a cycle based on unique features of visual scenes. They are different from ours in a point that they focus on a feature extraction technique while our approach aims to develop a framework. So our method and Angeli's work are complementary and can be combined for better results.
There is a clue for the solution of this problem. Note that there are two kinds of nodes. One is a node which is not affected by the semi-permanent dynamics (denote it an invariant node) such as junctions, corners, and ends of corridors. A sensor scan at the invariant node is very distinctive. If a laser range finder gets a scanned data, there might be a very clear edge with long distance in the edge's direction. Also, there is a clear vanishing point in an image taken in the edge's direction.
The other type of node is a variant node whose edge is constructed by door opening and thus affected by the semi-permanent dynamics. The sensor scan toward the door's direction is different from that of the invariant node's edge. Also, there is not a vanishing point in the door's direction.
The innovation used in this paper is to use different approaches for different types of nodes. For the invariant node, a SLAM algorithm does not need to be robust against the semi-permanent dynamics. However, a fully static assumption cannot be made because the invariant node might not be recognized with an accuracy of 100%. Thus a quasi-static SLAM algorithm is suggested for the invariant node. Physically, the quasi-static SLAM generates a frame of a topological map (Fig. 2) . Let us call the edge in the frame as an invariant edge. The other SLAM algorithm considers the semi-permanent dynamics in the invariant edge where doors are located and called the dynamic SLAM (Fig. 2) .
The research presented in this paper is an extension of our preliminary results presented in [12] . Two major issues are updated: a classification method of variant and invariant nodes and a criteria that represents errors in the cycle-closing algorithms are suggested in detail. This paper is organized as follows: Section II. explains a way of invariant node detection. Section III. and IV. provide the quasi-static and the dynamic SLAM algorithms, respectively. Experimental results are given in section V. and conclusion follows.
II. Invariant node detection
This section provides a discrimination technique of the invariant node which is not affected by the semipermanent dynamics. To represent a topological map, we utilize the Generalized Voronoi Graph(GVG) [6] which is defined by a set of points whose edges and nodes are equidistant to two or more objects.
Let us assume the followings: These are natural assumptions because most of doors are located in-between the key components. There are two things to note. First, the semi-permanent dynamics does not affect to the key components because there are no door. Second, the key components are robustly found as nodes because a distinctive GVG edge and a vanishing point are easily detected. Thus, the key components can be denoted as the invariant nodes because they are not affected by the semi-permanent dynamics and robustly recognized by the robot. Naturally, the variant nodes contain at least one edge generated by door. Formally,
Lemma 1 The key components are the invariant nodes.
Lemma 2 The variant nodes contain at least one edge generated by door.
The most important issue of our approach is to classify the variant and invariant node. To classify them, three sensor information can be used. The first information is a sensor area which is a sum of areas between two local minimums of a sensor scan (Fig. 3 ) [13] .
We can classify the types of a node (whether or not they are invariant or variant) by evaluating ratios of sensor areas for all edges. For variant nodes, it is not recorded as a node when the door is closed. If the door is opened (Fig. 4) , it is detected as a node but one of the sensor area along the door direction is relatively small compared to those along the corridors. In contrast, the sensor areas of the invariant node are large enough and the ratios between them are similar (Fig. 5 ).
The second one is a vanishing point from a range scan. An invariant node is consists of only corridors and a corridor is constituted by two parallel lines. These lines meet in a vanishing point which is represented by P ∞ = x i y i w i with w i = 0 in a homogeneous coordinate [14] . By checking the value of w i , we can identify whether or not an edge corresponds to a corridor.
An algorithm that calculates the value of w i is given in Fig. 6 . In the beginning, line segments are detected using the Hough Transformation [15] . From a sensor scan ( Fig. 7(a) ), line segments are detected as in Fig. 7 
(b).
To find lines that best represent the corridor, the segments are merged if they have the same line parameters in their angle ( Fig. 7(c) ). During this procedure, there happens a crossing point if there is no corridor as in Fig. 8 . We detect this crossing by using a homogeneous coordinate transformation as given in Appendix. If they intersect, we split them into original line segments and select two lines with the largest lengths. With the two lines (
, we get the intersection point X c by calculating the cross product as follows.
In the ideal case, the vanishing point is located at w i = 0. But, by the various noises, w i is not identically zero. Thus if w i < for a very small positive constant , we decide that the edge corresponds to a corridor.
The third information for the classification is a vanishing point from a 'visual information.' When a node is considered as an invariant node, it can be confirmed by detecting a vanishing point in an image along the corridor's direction from visual image (Fig. 9 ).
III. Quasi-static SLAM algorithm
Basic terminologies
Let us define two kinds of worlds. One is the real world, and the other is a perceived world that is recognized by the robot. For systematic approach, let us define 3 types of nodes in the perceived world: (a) kno (known), 
If a robot navigated a whole cycle, there is a cyclic node visited twice (node A in Fig. 10 ). The cyclic node is already registered as node type(N i , kno) at the first visit and recognized as node type(N j , new) at the second visit for i = j in the perceived world.
In addition to the type, let us define 3 attributes of nodes and use the predicate node att(N ,att) to denote that att is the attribute of the node N . The attributes are (1) leaf, (2) branch, and (3) root, and there exists a unique attribute for a node. Formally,
, where ∃!a, P (a) denotes that there exists an unique a that satisfy P (a).
Also, let us use the predicate nearnode known(N ,i) to denote that N N [i] (N ) 1 and the shortest connecting edges between N and N N [i] are known. Formally, the attribute for node N can be defined as below, and an example of these nodes is shown in Fig. 11 .
For convenience, let us define following terms. 
Algorithm for the known nodes
If a known node is met, the robot calls the Topological Localization (TL) algorithm explained in [17] . The TL calculates the probability of a node to be current location for all nodes and yields a set of probabilities for all nodes. Using the set, a decision value D which takes an integer value including 0 is calculated in a way that maximizes the Reyleigh coefficient [18] . D = 0 denotes that there is no node with higher probability (i .e. no node to localize the robot). If D = 1, there is one node with a distinctively high probability, and the robot is localized at that node. Otherwise (i .e. , D ≥ 2), there are more than two nodes that have high probabilities.
Let us denote the decision value as D kno for known nodes. If D kno = 1, one can localize the robot. An ambiguity cases occur when D kno = 0 or D kno ≥ 2. If the ambiguity is firstly met, the robot moves to other nodes for a few times, because the TL has kidnap recoverability [17] . But if this ambiguity has been kept for a while, the robot judges that the SLAM failed. The SLAM algorithm for < N, kno > is summarized in Fig. 12 .
Algorithm for the new nodes
The new node is detected with the initiation of the SLAM, and an algorithm for < N, new > is explained from the initialization process. At the start of the SLAM, the robot meets a < N, new >. This new node is registered to the data base as a first known node with an attribute of leaf , i .e. {N 1 , kno, leaf }. By the definition of [N 1 , leaf ], there are unknown nodes in N N [1] ([N 1 , leaf ] ).
To add those unknown nodes as new nodes, the robot should search the topological map. For that purpose, we define a Breadth-First Node Search (BFNS) as a breadth-first navigation for each node at a time not for the whole map. To take advantage of the BFNS, a rule of navigation is proposed as follows: [N i , leaf ] , the robot is forced to navigate its N N [1] (N i ) by the BFNS as follows:
Rule 1

If a robot is located at
Here, N α is a node with an index of α and E N α N β is a directed edge that emanates from N α to N β .
Physically, rule 1 moves a robot to a new node from the start node and converts the new node as a known node. This procedure is repeated until the start node covers all unknown node, i .e. the attribute of the start node becomes branch. If rule 1 is conducted, the following theorem holds. A fusion of SLAM algorithms of the new node and the known node gives an updated SLAM algorithm as shown in Fig. 13 .
Algorithm for the cyclic nodes
If a robot navigated a whole cycle, there is a node visited twice in the real world (node A in Fig. 10(a) ). The node is already registered as < N i , kno > at the first visit and recognized as < N j , new > at the second visit for i = j in the perceived world. In other words, one real node is perceived by two times. Let us define the real node in this case as an overlapped node.
A term "α-overlapped cycle" denotes a cycle which has α overlapped nodes, and "closed cycle" means that there is no overlapped node in the cycle. In Fig. 14 , some overlapped and closed cycles are given.
If an algorithm tries to close a one-overlapped cycle, it suffers from lack of information because there is only one node to compare ( Fig. 14(a) ). The key idea to circumvent this lack of information is to close a cycle when good enough information is acquired. If the robot closes a cycle when a two-overlapped cycle is formed, it can use 2 overlapped nodes and one edge as shown in Fig. 14(b) .
One fundamental question is that "Can the cycle closing algorithm using the two-overlapped cycle is consistent
and convergent?". To answer this question, let us assume the following.
Assumption 3 There is no cycle whose edge length is 1, i .e. a self-loop.
This is a natural assumption because general indoor buildings do not have the self-loop. With this assumption, following theorems hold. Fig. 15(b) ). Fig. 15(a) Fig. 15(b) ).
Theorem 2 A two-overlapped cycle is formed only after a BFNS. proof: New nodes are added via the BFNS. A two-overlapped cycle is formed via additions of new nodes.
Therefore, a two-overlapped cycle is generated only after a BFNS.
Theorem 3 Two overlapped nodes in a two-overlapped cycle have attributes of [N, leaf ] and [N, branch],
respectively (
proof: An overlapped node in a one-overlapped cycle has an attribute of leaf as shown in
The two-overlapped cycle is constructed after a BFNS. It does not mean that all BFNS produces the twooverlapped cycle. Rather, it denotes that if a two-overlapped cycle is formed, it is caused by the BFNS. Once a two-overlapped cycle is formed, it is good to close it immediately. A rule 2 is suggested for that purpose as follows: For example, let us assume a robot which constructed a two-overlapped cycle ( Fig. 16(a) ). The two nodes in the perceived world (within the ellipse of Fig. 16(a) ) are actually the same node in the real world. First, the robot generates a reference tuple as in Fig. 16(b) . The remaining tuples in the map are chosen as candidate tuples (Fig. 16(c-e) ). Similarity comparisons between reference and candidate tuples will yield high value for cyc ref Therefore, all two-overlapped cycles are closed just after their formations.
Rule 2
After conducting a BFNS, a cyclic test is performed to close a cycle.
Theorem 4 does not mean that the cyclic test is perfect. If a false cycle which is not a cycle is recognized as a cycle, it will increase the error of the algorithm and finally a fail block will be called. Thus, it is useful to record a worst error that induced during a cycle closing. The worst error generally happens by the odometry error which accumulates as robot moves. Let us denote a robot's position estimated from odometry by X ∈ 3×1 and the covariance matrix by P = E[(X −X)(X −X) T ] ∈ 3×3 whereX is the mean of X. Let us assume that a cycle is just closed for the 4 nodes with respect to the world coordinate (X w , Y w )in Fig. 18 . The worst error is describe by an uncertainty of a node with respect to other node. For example, if X 4 is an origin and P 1 is the covariance matrix of X 1 with respect to X 4 , then we can draw a confidence bound with α % accuracy that touches X 4 (Fig. 19) . Then we can say that the worst case error of X 1 to be X 4 is α %.
For this calculation, we need to perform the coordinate transformation of compound (⊕) and inverse( ) which is proposed by Smith and Cheeseman [19] as follows.
where Js are Jacobians defined in [19] . Here the terms X 41 and P 41 represents X 1 with respect to X 4 and the covariance of X 1 with respect to X 4 ( Fig. 20) .
By utilizing the theory of χ 2 -distribution [20] , we can calculate the worst case error by e worst = exp
This error can be updated for each cycle closing. Thus, the fail block can check whether or not it is called by a simple mismatch (low value of e worst 0%) or by a critical failure (high value of e worst 99.9%).
The updated SLAM algorithm, so called the quasi-static SLAM, is shown in Fig. 21 .
IV. Dynamic SLAM algorithm
A frame of the topological map is given by the quasi-static SLAM using the invariant nodes. Two invariant nodes constitute an invariant edge, and a dynamic SLAM algorithm is used for each invariant edge. In other words, the robot always localizes itself in an invariant edge via the quasi-static SLAM and updates the invariant edge via the dynamic SLAM, i .e. parallel processing of two SLAM algorithms. Let us assume the following. The dynamic SLAM becomes simple under theorem 5. It is a decision process whether a new node is added in a given invariant edge or not. It can be performed by checking the set of probabilities for the static and dynamic cases. For that purpose, a decision criteria (D) need to be defined as given in [17] . Let us define a set of probabilities (SP),
where p i is a probability of current node to be node n i . A Rayleigh quotient is calculated in a way that maximizes a 'between scattering matrix' while minimizing a 'within scattering matrix. 
V. Experimental results
The topological SLAM experiments are conducted using odometry and two laser range finders. First, engineering building 5 at POSTECH is SLAMed. The final map is shown in Fig. 23 where the stars and the diamonds are the invariant and the variant nodes, respectively. The invariant nodes are detected using the sensor scans from laser range finders, and the semi-permanent dynamics occurred during the SLAM is successfully handled.
Second, a large building called RIST is SLAMed. The total travel length was 488.0m for 45 minutes with 0.35m/s. The fast speed of the robot induced odometry errors, and the raw sensor data are shown in Fig. 24(a) .
During the SLAM, the invariant nodes are detected, and the robot generated a topologically consistent map. But the map is not rectilinear because of the odometry error, and a post-processing which minimizes errors between matched nodes is performed. After the post-processing, the final map was generated as in Fig. 24(b) where the stars and the diamonds are the invariant and the variant nodes, respectively.
VI. Conclusion
This paper considered a topological SLAM with the semi-permanent dynamics. To deal with the semipermanent dynamics, nodes are classified into two types: a) variant and b) invariant nodes.
The invariant nodes consist of junctions, corners, and ends of corridors which are free from the semi-permanent dynamics. These are detected by laser range finders or visual image from camera. The invariant nodes constitute a frame of a topological map. For the SLAM of the invariant nodes, a quasi-static SLAM algorithm was proposed.
The algorithm robustly closes various cycles, and its convergence and consistence were proved.
The semi-permanent dynamics occur in an invariant edge which connects two invariant nodes. The invariant edge that the robot is located is found by the quasi-static SLAM algorithm. While maintaining the robot's location in the invariant edge, a dynamic SLAM which considers the semi-permanent dynamics is performed.
The combination of the quasi-static and the dynamic SLAM constituted the topological SLAM. Experiments validated the performance of the proposed algorithm in a topological map with the semi-permanent dynamics.
However, the assumption that there is no door in junctions, corners, and ends of corridors are strict one. Some building contains door at these places. An advanced algorithm which can redeem this assumption need to be developed. A good solution is to use a distinctive landmark such as RFID to define the invariant node. This approach will reduce the overall cost because the number of landmarks is decreased. The robot constructed a map starting from node E. (c) At this time, a semi-permanent dynamics occurred at node A, and the node A is removed. If the robot starts from C, it will arrive at D, and the robot will perceive a map as in (d) which does not contain a cycle and thus inconsistent. To make this problem worse, (e) if node A is recovered, and the robot recognizes it after a navigation from D to A, the robot might be puzzled as in (f). 
